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Whats Pivotal in helping kids
with ASD? 

Taking the time to listen
and communicate with the
person whilst minimizing

stressful scenarios

EARLY DIAGNOSIS is key to ensuring better
treatment so intervention plans can be

established as soon as possible
 

This can be done by consulting with a
pediatrician, psychologist or psychiatrist as
soon as signs arise during 3 to 3.5 years old.

How can Family & Friends
Help

It begins with patience,
knowledge and getting
an understanding about

autism.

 Identify the persons
likes and dislikes as well
as what motivates them

Simplifying
communication and

instructions may
also help.

People on the autism spectrum can excel at

Science
Music Art

Math

And are better visual and auditory learners. It
can be helpful to let them explore these paths

In addition to the behavioral issues people with
ASD can also exhibit uneven pattern of abilities.

For Psychiatric Consultation &
Psychological Services

Centre for Mental Health  (CMH)
Kan'baa Aisa Rani Hingun, Male' 

To book appointments: 
3335335 or 3335336

For more information: 3335245
For Emergencies which are
HIGH RISK to the safety of a

patient or others"

Victim Support Unit, Maldives
Police Services

Emergency number operating
24hrs: 119 

Hotline no: 9770640
For Emergencies which are
HIGH RISK to the safety of a

child, including both
assistance and advice:

Family and Child Protection
Department (FCPD), Maldives

Police Services 
Duty Officer (on call) no:

9790163
Hotline no: 3000600
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ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder.
It affects individuals differently with

varying degrees of severity i.e.spectrum
aspect of the disorder.

Symptoms become apparent around 2
years of age but can be diagnosed

accurately around 3 to 3.5 years.
 

Signs & Symptoms of ASD
They can generally be divided into two behavior

groups

Social communication &
interaction

Making little or
inconsistent eye

contact

Restrictive & repetitive

Repeating certain behaviors or having
unusual behaviors, such as repeating

words or phrases

 Having a tendency not to look at or listen to
people/ poor response to being called

 Rarely sharing
enjoyment of objects or
activities by pointing at

or showing things to
others

Hard to maintain a
conversation, struggle to
understand gestures &

facial expressions

Often talks at length about a favorite subject
without noticing that others are not interested
or without giving others a chance to respond

Having trouble understanding another
person’s point of view or being unable to

predict or understand other people’s action

· Having a lasting
intense interest in

certain topics, such
as numbers, details,

or facts
 

Having overly focused interests, such as
being fascinated with moving objects or

with parts of objects
 

 Getting upset by
slight changes in

a routine

Autism is caused
by something
parents did or

didn’t do?

Misconceptions about ASD
Autism is caused by

vaccinations given to
children when they are

18-24 months old?

FALSE
What Causes ASD?

There is no clear understanding regarding
the exact cause, but it tends to run in

families.

There is a genetic
component but there
is no testing available

currently.

Therefore a proper diagnosis can only
be reached through consultation with

a professional.

Risk factors
The following whilst not direct causes are

increases likelihood of ASD

Having a sibling
with ASD

Having older
parents

Having certain
genetic conditions
(Downs syndrome,

Fragile X syndrome)

Very low birth
weight

Treatment
Due to the broad nature in how ASD

symptoms present and its severity, treatment
will slightly vary case by case. But in general it

Involves support from psychiatrists,
psychologists and family. 

Psychiatrists can prescribe
medication to help with certain

behavioral issues or issues such as
anxiety and insomnia. But it doesn't

address ASD itself. Medication is
required depending on the severity

of the aforementioned issues but
not a necessity for every case.

Psychologists can employ various
forms of highly structured

therapy to help with speech, skill
building and behavioral issues.

They will sometimes involve
parents, teachers and siblings in

intervention plans.

About 1 percent of the world population has
autism spectrum disorder (CDC, 2014)


